FAKE BRANDS
1. Name the movie or TV show associated with the fake product. In the event that the fake product appears in multiple movies or TV shows, only name one.
II. Every member of the poor Bluebottom clan have passed into the great blue yonder...under tragic circumstances at work. Based on the information provide on their tombstones, name the fictional company the dead person worked for and what film or television show the company is from.

13. Here lies J.J. BLUEBOTTOM  
     October 1, 1974 – September 22, 2004  
     Lost to this earth piloting Flight 815  
     A finer Australian you’d never meet.

14. Here lies MILES BLUEBOTTOM  
     March 22, 1934 – August 29, 1997  
     His intelligence was never “artificial”  
     Tragically perished in nuclear war.

15. Here lies STEVE BLUEBOTTOM  
     April 1, 1960 – March 24, 2005  
     Brought to his end by a paper cut  
     Forever a Scranton man.

16. Here lies ADRIAN BLUEBOTTOM  
     February 14, 1939 – October 22, 1988  
     A longtime fan of Percy Bysshe Shelley  
     He will forever be “the smartest man in the world.”

17. Here lies ALEXANDER JAMES BLUEBOTTOM  
     September 28, 1951 – July 17, 1987  
     Leaves behind beloved wife in the Delta City  
     Will be remembered as a law enforcement “machine.”

18. Here lies CLARK BLUEBOTTOM  
     June 5, 1938 - October 4, 1992  
     Faster than a speeding reporter  
     Gave his life making news.
19. Here lies RIPLEY BLUEBOTTOM
October 8, 1949 – May 25, 1979
Sought to “build better worlds”
Now and forever implanted in her Maker.

20. Here lies TIM (“The Tool Man”) BLUEBOTTOM
June 13, 1953 – May 25, 1999
Roh-roh-roh!
Brought to his end in an ever-expected construction mishap.

21. Here lies NORMAN BLUEBOTTOM
July 9, 1964 – January 5, 2006
A terrifying “green” scientist
Leaves behind son Harry to carry on his “ghoulish” legacy.

22. Here lies HAMMOND BLUEBOTTOM
December 12, 1930 – August 26, 1989
Industrialist, scientist, lover of the Mesozoic
Consumed (literally) by his own creation.

23. Here lies BARNEY BLUEBOTTOM
November 2, 1976 – December 1, 2010
Lived by the “Bro Code”
Died “suiting up” for work at “your financial wingman.”

24. Here lies KEVIN BLUEBOTTOM
August 2, 1970 – November 12, 1999
Devoted worshipper of the “golden calf”
Ultimately consumed by the fast food he consumed.

25. Here lies FRASIER BLUEBOTTOM
February 21, 1955 – May 13, 2004
No matter the fates have sent him since
We know that there, as on his show, “he’s listening.”

Name the movie or TV show from the company logo.
And finally, Harry Potter! What stores sell the following in Diagon Alley?

35. Wands
36. Banking products
37. Dark magic artifacts
38. Joke supplies (Name both.)
39. Animals
40. Robes
41. Books
42. Quidditch supplies
43. Pub-style food and drink
44. Ice Cream
45. Owls